ACTIVITIES THAT WOULD BE TAKEN UP IN NURSERY WING DURING THE MONTH OF JAN, FEB AND MARCH.

- **ART & CRAFT ACTIVITY**
  
  Collage making activity - Children will create a college depicting the seasons of summer, winter, rainy, autumn and spring with colouring, pasting and freehand drawing. This activity will increase their creativity, cognitive skill and help them to know about mother nature.

- **Clay moulding activity** would be taken up with nursery children to showcase their creativity and imagination about the world around them. They will create different vegetables and fruits, sea World animals to enhance their motor skills and aesthetic sense.

- **REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATION** craft take away and tri colour salad making activity would be taken up to celebrate the spirit of patriotism.

- **Holi celebration** the festival of colours would be celebrated by making natural colours and making Holi card.